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Examples of work from a combination of 1A Moving pictures Focus

mechanisms D&T Year 1Unit with elements of Science Unit 1C Sorting and

using materials and Science Unit ID Light and Dark

The children are in the first term of Year 1

A starting stimulus activity

As a starting exercise the children talked

about Christmas and then drew pictures

about Christmas. Some of the children did

writing about Christmas

Drawing 1:  This child has drawn herself, a snowman,

a Christmas tree with lights and a star, and snow

falling – all relevant to Christmas

Drawing 2: This child has drawn Father Christmas, a

reindeer, stars in the sky, a snowman, a present and a

Christmas tree

Writing 1: This child has written about Christmas

The writing reads as follows:

Christmas ideas

It’s about celebrating Jesus being born.

You put decorations up

You get pressies.



Using other people’s pictures

To give the children at cutting out and

composing pictures with given images the

teacher asked the children to produce a

collage depicting Christmas.

Collage 2: This child found filling the page difficult. He

uses only two sorts of image but they are relevant to

Christmas.

Collage 4:  This child has filled the page and the

collage has both impact and relevance to Christmas

Collage 1: This child found filling the page difficult but

all the images are relevant to Christmas.

Collage 3: This child has filled the page but not all the

images are relevant to Christmas.



Collage 5: This child was the only one to make a

collage of her drawing. What is extraordinary is that

she produced the collage whilst looking at her drawing

upside down!.

Producing the moving pictures

Generally the children found it easier to

produce a scene for their moving pictures if

they decided that it was a daytime or night

time scene.  Also it was easier for the

children if they were NOT required to

completely fill the picture with images, using

the background colour to convey day or night.

They were able to choose materials whose

properties were appropriate for features

represented in their pictures e.g. cotton wool

for snow or clouds, metallic stars for stars in

the sky and Christmas tree decorations. In

some cases children were able to move

beyond aesthetic considerations and use

laminating to stiffness pieces of card acting

as levers. The children found it easier to use

a lever to make an object move than a wheel,

which revealed a moving object through a

window.

Picture 1: A night time scene with clouds and stars

plus a window showing decorative shapes

Picture 2: A movable snowman plus Santa and a

Christmas tree against a white (snowy?) background

Picture 3: Snow on the ground (cotton wool) stars

shining in the sky (metallic stars), a snowman and a

Santa plus a moveable angel on a Christmas tree


